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(57) ABSTRACT
A data anomaly detection method and apparatus in which a 
deep neural network is trained on baseline data. Sequences 
of statistics of each layer of the deep neural network are 
saved, processed and used to train an LSTM autoencoder 
across a variety of reconstruction error thresholds, and a 
preferred threshold is selected for an optimized autoencoder. 
In an Inference mode, a data sample is presented to the 
autoencoder; the reconstruction error is calculated and com
pared to the threshold. If it is above the threshold, then the 
data sample is an out-of-distribution sample, and the sample 
is tagged as anomalous.
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METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR 
AUGMENTED DATA ANOMALY DETECTION

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

Field of the Invention

[0001] The present invention relates to identifying anoma
lous data, including malicious text data that can be embed
ded in text documents, based on a certain set of measures.

Description of the Background

[0002] Generative adversarial networks (GAN) are a class 
of machine learning frameworks in which two neural net
works contest with each other in a zero-sum game, where 
one agent’s gain is another agent’s loss.
[0003] Given a training set, this technique learns to gen
erate new data with the same statistics as the training set. For 
example, a GAN trained on photographs can generate new 
photographs that look at least superficially authentic to 
human observers, having many realistic characteristics. 
Though originally proposed as a form of generative model 
for unsupervised learning, GANs have also proven useful 
for semi-supervised learning, fully supervised learning, and 
reinforcement learning.
[0004] The core idea of a GAN is based on the “indirect” 
training through the discriminator, which itself is also being 
updated dynamically. This basically means that the genera
tor is not trained to minimize the distance to a specific 
image, but rather to fool the discriminator. This enables the 
model to learn in an unsupervised manner.
[0005] The generative network generates candidates while 
the discriminative network evaluates them. The contest 
operates in terms of data distributions. Typically, the gen
erative network learns to map from a latent space to a data 
distribution of interest, while the discriminative network 
distinguishes candidates produced by the generator from the 
true data distribution. The generative network’s training 
objective is to increase the error rate of the discriminative 
network (i.e., “fool” the discriminator network by producing 
novel candidates that the discriminator thinks are not syn
thesized (are part of the true data distribution)).
[0006] A known dataset serves as the initial training data 
for the discriminator. Training it involves presenting it with 
samples from the training dataset, until it achieves accept
able accuracy. The generator trains based on whether it 
succeeds in fooling the discriminator. Typically, the genera
tor is seeded with randomized input that is sampled from a 
predefined latent space (e.g., a multivariate normal distri
bution). Thereafter, candidates synthesized by the generator 
are evaluated by the discriminator. Independent backpropa- 
gation procedures are applied to both networks so that the 
generator produces better images, while the discriminator 
becomes more skilled at flagging synthetic images. The 
generator is typically a deconvolutional neural network, and 
the discriminator is a convolutional neural network.
[0007] The problem of applying GAN networks to 
anomaly detection is attracting increasing interest. GANs 
are superior to other generative models like autoencoders or 
variational autoencoder in producing realistic data. Aug
menting the baseline data through the generator and training 
a classifier to recognize real from fake data is tempting to 
apply the model in the context of anomaly detection. The 
pitfall though is that the fake data class (K+l), Κ being the

first labeled classes (Κ could be 1 in the case of a binary 
classifier), does not represent all the unknown distributions 
related to the anomalous data. Also, the generator tends to 
match the data distribution of real samples, and in the case 
of feature matching, the space of real data features. It means 
that as the GAN is optimized, the fake distribution tends to 
get closer to the distribution of real samples.
[0008] There have been mainly three approaches adopted 
for this problem. First is leveraging the discriminator and the 
generator both to conduct anomaly detection. Τ. Schlegl, et 
al. present AnoGAN, an anomaly detection scheme for 
anomalous image detection based on identifying disease 
markers. Τ. Schlegl, R Seebock, S. Μ. Waldstein, U. 
Schmidt-Erfurth, and G. Langs, “Unsupervised Anomaly 
Detection with Generative Adversarial Networks to Guide 
Marker Discovery.” They provide two scoring schemes, one 
based on a residual loss of the distance between a real image 
and a generated image, and a feature matching discrimina
tion loss that computes the loss of the discriminator output 
on when fed a generated image. This allows deciding if an 
image comes from the generator distribution by a process of 
inverse mapping. They conclude that the residual loss is 
enough for the anomaly detection task.
[0009] C. Wang, et al., proposed a minimum likelihood 
method to force the generator to produce values that are 
distant from the normal distribution which is counter-intui
tive to the goal of GAN which is to make the generator 
produce data similar to the real one. C. Wang, Υ.-Μ. Zhang, 
and C.-L. Liu, “Anomaly detection via minimum likelihood 
generative adversarial networks,” CoRR, vol. abs/1808. 
00200, 2018. Ρ. Zheng, et al. proposes a method for lever
aging GANs for fraud detection in which they train a 
complementary generator that produces data samples in 
low-density areas of the data distribution and is used as a 
generalization method and a solution to optimize learning, 
this is not quite representative of anomalous data. R Zheng, 
S. Yuan, X. Wu, J. Li, and A. Lu, “One-class adversarial nets 
for fraud detection,” CoRR, vol. abs/1803.01798, 2018.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
[0010] The invention is a framework for anomaly detec
tion that incorporates a deep multi-layer neural network for 
data augmentation and classification, which improves at 
recognizing anomalous data with experience. The anoma
lous data may be detected from among any type of data 
collection, but the invention is especially useful for detect
ing text anomalies. Accordingly, there is provided according 
to the invention, a method for detection of data anomalies 
via a deep multi-layer neural network architecture, the 
method being implemented by a computer system that 
comprises one or more processors executing computer pro
gram instructions that, when executed, perform the method, 
the method comprising:
[0011] in a neural network training phase:

[0012] a. obtaining a first collection of actual data items 
corresponding to at least one group of data categories, 
said first collection of actual data items having a first 
data distribution;

[0013] b. using a first neural network to generate a set 
of synthetic data items using a synthetic data generation 
configuration;

[0014] c. providing said collection of actual data items 
and said set of synthetic items to a second neural 
network;
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[0015] d. using the second neural network to (i) make a 
classification determination using a set of classification 
determination configurations including whether each 
data item in said set of synthetic data items is synthetic 
or actual, and (ii) update said set of classification 
determination configurations;

[0016] e. providing said classification determinations to 
said first neural network;

[0017] f. using said classification determinations by said 
first neural network to update said synthetic data gen
eration configuration;

[0018] g. repeating steps b through f until said second 
neural network cannot make a valid classification deter
mination;

[0019] h. generating autoencoder training sequences of 
updated classification determination configurations for 
each layer in said second neural network;

[0020] in an autoencoder training phase:
[0021] i. providing said autoencoder training sequences 

to an autoencoder, and said autoencoder training itself 
to differentiate anomalous from real data using said 
autoencoder training sequences across a range of recon
struction error thresholds;

[0022] j. selecting a preferred reconstruction error 
threshold based on autoencoder performance during 
said training step to result in said autoencoder being 
optimized for recognition of anomalous data;

[0023] in a data anomaly detection phase:
[0024] k. submitting to the second neural network a 

purported data item;
[0025] 1. generating by said second neural network new

sequences of classification determination configura
tions corresponding to said purported data item;

[0026] m. providing said new sequences to said auto
encoder, said autoencoder generating a prediction as to 
whether said purported data item falls within said first 
data distribution;

[0027] η. classifying by said autoencoder said purported 
data item as anomalous if said purported data item falls 
outside said first data distribution;

[0028] ο. sending said new sequences to said second 
neural network if said purported data item is deter
mined by said autoencoder to fall within said first data 
distribution, and making a classification determination 
by said second neural network for said purported data 
item using said set of classification configurations; and

[0029] ρ. notifying a user that said purported data item 
may be anomalous if said second neural network deter
mines that said purported data item is synthetic.

[0030] According to a preferred embodiment of the inven
tion, the first neural network and the second neural network 
may be the generator and discriminator, respectively, of a 
generative adversarial network. According to another pre
ferred embodiment, the data is text, and the anomalous data 
is malicious text.
[0031] There is further provided according to the inven
tion, a computer system that comprises one or more proces
sors executing computer program instructions that, when 
executed, cause the computer system to carry out the steps 
of the method set forth above.
[0032] There is further provided according to the inven
tion, an apparatus comprising a first neural network, a

second neural network and an autoencoder, each configured 
to carry out the steps described for them respectively in the 
method set forth above.
[0033] There is further provided according to the inven
tion a method for detection of data anomalies via a deep 
multi-layer neural network architecture, the method being 
implemented by a computer system that comprises one or 
more processors executing computer program instructions 
that, when executed, perform the method, the method 
including the following steps:

[0034] a. training a semi-supervised neural network on 
a set of baseline data;

[0035] b. saving and processing sequences of statistics 
generated during said training step for each layer of the 
neural network;

[0036] c. training and validating an LSTM autoencoder 
using at least a portion of said processed sequences of 
statistics across a range of reconstruction error thresh
olds;

[0037] d. examining a data sample by the LSTM auto
encoder and calculating the reconstruction error by the 
autoencoder and comparing the reconstruction error of 
to a selected reconstruction error threshold;

[0038] e. identifying said data sample as anomalous if 
the reconstruction error is above the selected recon
struction error threshold.

[0039] According to a further embodiment of the method, 
the set of baseline data includes at least one data category 
and assignments of data items to respective ones of said at 
least one data category; the method having the additional 
steps of:

[0040] f. sending said data sample to said semi-super- 
vised neural network if said data sample is at or below 
the selected reconstruction error threshold, and making 
by said semi-supervised neural network a category 
determination for said data item; and

[0041] g. making by said semi-supervised neural net
work a determination that the data is anomalous if the 
category determination for said data item is fake. 

[0042] While the invention is described herein with ref
erence to various implementations and exploitations, it will 
be understood that these embodiments are illustrative and 
that the scope of the inventive subject matter is not limited 
to them.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0043] FIG. 1 shows the framework for data anomaly 
detection with a generative adversarial network according to 
an embodiment of the invention.
[0044] FIG. 2Α shows LSTM autoencoder reconstruction 
errors for normal/baseline statistics.
[0045] FIG. 2Β shows LSTM autoencoder reconstruction 
errors for anomalous statistics.
[0046] FIG. 3Α shows LSTM autoencoder training loss 
and validation loss thought epochs for anomaly detection of 
sequences of the discriminator’s training statistics.
[0047] FIG. 3Β shows an LSTM autoencoder recall vs. 
precision analysis for anomaly detection of sequences of the 
discriminator’s training statistics.
[0048] FIG. 3C shows an LSTM autoencoder false posi
tive rate for anomaly detection of sequences of the discrimi
nator’s training statistics.
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[0049] FIG. 3D shows an LSTM autoencoder recall vs. 
reconstruction error analysis for anomaly detection of 
sequences of the discriminator’s training statistics.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0050] The present invention addresses the problem of 
convergences of normal and anomalous distributions in data 
anomaly detection. While the present invention may be used 
to detect anomalies in all types of data, the invention is 
particularly suitable to detect anomalies in discrete ηοη- 
continuous non-ordered data types, and more particularly, 
text data. In addition to the discrete, non-continuous, and 
non-ordered nature of text data, text adds more challenges 
for the detection of anomalies; for example, the features of 
text data are mostly unknown and multidimensional, and the 
context of each word must be accounted for to grasp the 
semantic meaning. The framework presented can be applied 
to solve problems like code authorship analysis, code injec
tions and hot identification in social media for example. 
Another challenge is how to take advantage of the scarce 
anomalous/malicious data samples so that it is recognized in 
the next run of the outlier detection system.
[0051] The invention is a framework for anomaly detec
tion that incorporates a semi-supervised neural network for 
data augmentation and classification, which improves at 
recognizing anomalous data with experience. According to 
one embodiment, it may be done by training a generator and 
a discriminator in a zero-sum game setting and minimizing 
the Jenson-Shannon Divergence (JSD) between the distri
bution of the real data and the generated data.

25 U-,5 OAir£ log D(s)+ ^s-S^ log[l-D(G(z))]

[0052] Semi-supervised GANs are capable of classifying 
data and also generating comparable samples to real data, 
which could be of great use in the context of anomaly 
detection. It can be leveraged by recognizing known classes 
of data, which consist of not only the baseline classes but 
also known or previously encountered rare classes of mali
cious data and augmenting these classes by generating 
additional samples to optimize the classification boundaries. 
[0053] In fact, Ζ. Dai, et al. demonstrates that the genera
tor in a semi-supervised GAN generates data from a mixture 
distribution of all these classes. Ζ. Dai, Ζ. Yang, F. Yang, W. 
W. Cohen, and R. R. Salakhutdinov, “Good semi-supervised 
learning that requires a bad gan,” in Advances in Neural 
Information Processing Systems 30, I. Guyon, U. V. 
Luxburg, S. Bengio, Η. Wallach, R. Fergus, S. Vishwana- 
than, and R. Garnett, Eds. Curran Associates, Inc., 2017, ρρ. 
6510-6520. The challenge remaining is to alter their objec
tive function and render them workable on discrete data in 
a semi-supervised context. The first line of defense, more 
comparable to the innate human immune system, aims to 
recognize out-of-distribution data that is considered anoma
lous.
[0054] The present invention aims to recognize out-of- 
distribution (abnormal) data that is considered anomalous. 
The invention receives a sequence of deep statistics and 
decides solely with batches of baseline data if it is in fact 
anomalous. If it is not an out-of-distribution sample, subse
quent processes provide the correct class corresponding to 
the in-distribution sample. Conditional Semi-Supervised 
GAN
[0055] GANs were created initially to generate continuous 
samples and exhibit limitations when it comes to discrete

data, as it hinders the backpropagation process. The reason 
being that gradient updates from the discriminator will not 
necessarily match a value in the discrete domain during the 
backward propagation of the gradients from the discrimina
tor to the generator which is only feasible if the generated 
samples comes from a continuous distribution.
[0056] For comparison, a form of GAN, TextGAN, incor
porates the Maximum Mean Discrepancy (MMD) to mea
sure dissimilarity between the features of generated and real 
sequences. It defines the generator as a Long Short-Term 
Memory (LSTM) Recurrent Network (RNN) and the dis
criminator as a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN). The 
objective function is inspired by the feature matching objec
tive and is defined below:

X =Χ 2G MMD1

^ D=£ GAN~K£ recon+K?,£ MMD2

£ =ΐ^-ζΐΐ2recon 1Ρ· ^11

[0057] Instead of matching the real sentences, the genera
tor attempts to match the synthetic sentence features to the 
real sentence features by minimizing the MMD between the 
two distributions. X recon is the reconstruction loss, which is 
the distance between the latent variable and its reconstructed 
version. The discriminator’s loss incorporates the standard 
GAN loss which renders the model vulnerable to mode 
collapse. In a comparative study provides an analysis where 
it proves that TextGAN is, in fact, prone to mode collapse. 
[0058] On the other hand, semi-supervised generative 
adversarial learning has proven to produce more stability in 
training and to provide a significant improvement with 
regards to the quality of generated samples.
[0059] Given a corpus of sequences S , a labeled set of 
sequences LS=(s,y) and U=l, 2, . . . , Κ label space for 
classification with Κ being the number of classes, let Ρ^-, be 
the distribution corresponding to the discriminator and PG be 
the distribution corresponding to the generator.
[0060] The discriminator loss of a GAN over sequences of 
discrete elements is:

U 22 DSSL~K"^ recon+^m 22 MMD2
log-PzjIJ'l-sj'sAl+U-.S log 

PD(y*K)+ IEs-s 3_e log PG(K+1 IS)

[0061] The first term is the log conditional probability for 
labeled sequences. The second term is the log probability for 
the Κ classes. Notice that it is not conditioned because it 
concerns the unlabeled sequences. Finally, the last term is 
the conditional log probability of generated data, s being the 
synthetic sequence generated by G.
[0062] In order to optimize the objective function, the 
discriminator’s loss function is maximized, and the genera
tor’s loss function is minimized.

Anomaly Detection Module

[0063] Neural networks are easily misled by adversarial 
examples due to their linearity. Those are data points that 
had been perturbed as to incur an erroneous classification 
with high confidence. This fact is rather alarming in a world 
that is increasingly relying on artificial intelligence and 
machine learning for crucial tasks.
[0064] According to the method for anomaly detection of 
the invention, the patterns of sequences collected from the 
output statistics at each layer of the discriminator are ana
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lyzed to ascertain whether they provide a reliable detection 
of out-of-distribution samples. Let V, be the vector output of 
layer 1, V,=logit, with values from logits at layer 1. Let SVs 
be the sequence of vectors V,. for a data sample s from S . An 
LSTM autoencoder neural network is trained on batches of 
sequences SV^. Autoencoders are feed-forward neural net
works that are trained to learn the most important features 
that lead to generating an almost identical copy of the input. 
Its objective is to minimize the loss of reconstructing the 
input using backpropagation, called the reconstruction error. 
A high reconstruction error of a sample signals that sequence 
of statistics is anomalous. The threshold marking the limit of 
acceptable reconstruction error can also be learned based 
exclusively on baseline samples. An advantage of autoen
coders is that the deviation from benign input is possible 
without the introduction of malicious data, which fits the 
problem of anomaly detection. The autoencoder framework 
had been extensively used for anomaly detection.

Data Anomaly Detection Framework

[0065] The data anomaly detection framework works as 
follows: a deep neural network, for example, but not limited 
to, a semi-supervised GAN, is trained on baseline data. 
Sequences of statistics of each layer of the discriminator are 
saved and prepared (normalized and scaled, and in the case 
of text, embedded) to train the LSTM autoencoder. The 
LSTM autoencoder is trained and validated using at least a 
portion of the statistics’ sequences. At this point, the recon
struction error threshold is adjusted. In the Inference mode, 
the process starts with the LSTM autoencoder. To check if 
a data sample is malicious, the reconstruction error of the 
autoencoder is calculated and compared to the threshold. If 
it is above the threshold, then the data sample is an out-of- 
distribution sample and there is no need to go further. It is 
tagged as anomalous. If it is less than the threshold, the last 
column that corresponds to the softmax layer is injected into 
the last layer of the discriminator to get the class it corre
sponds to. FIG. 1 depicts the components of the data 
anomaly detection framework according to one embodiment 
of the invention.

Examples

[0066] The anomaly detection model is trained on two 
datasets, namely, the sentence polarity dataset, which con
sists of 1000 positive and 1000 negative movie reviews, and 
a 20Newsgroups dataset comprised of 20,000 news group 
documents. It is a popular dataset for machine learning 
experiments on text data. It begins with training a Convo
lutional Neural Network. The standard splitting of data into 
training, validation and testing sets is employed, with a ratio 
of 0.6, 0.2, 0.2 respectively. 20Newsgroups is set as the 
baseline whereas the polarity dataset is the malicious data
set. The latter is only used to test the model, it is not part of 
the training process, and the anomaly detection method does 
not depend on it.
[0067] After training the semi-supervised GAN anomaly 
detection model on both datasets, two news datasets are built 
from the discriminator network’s layers. The architecture 
used is disclosed in Υ. Zhang, Ζ. Gan, Κ. Fan, Ζ. Chen, R. 
Flenao, D. Shen, and L. Carin, “Adversarial feature match
ing for text generation,” arXiv preprint arXiv:1706.03850, 
2017. Text inputs are vectorized using GloVe (Global Vec
tors for Word Representation) to obtain word embedding

which generates a considerable size of the logits at the 
embedding layer. Scaling, normalization and splitting are 
performed on the sequences using it to train the LSTM 
autoencoder.
[0068] Favorable results are observed when applying the 
out-of-distribution component to two different data sets of 
sequences of discrete data. Reconstruction error is much 
higher for sequences coming from out-of-distribution data.
[0069] Out-of-distribution samples must trigger a higher 
reconstruction error if the sequences of statistics are infor
mative of anomalous samples, and that will confirm our 
assumption. The reconstruction error for in- and out-of- 
distribution sequences of statistics are shown in FIGS. 2A 
and 2Β. Reconstruction errors are much higher for 
sequences coming from out-of-distribution data than for 
baseline data.
[0070] The autoencoder is trained in an unsupervised way, 
but for the sake of validating our assumption, the sequences 
of the statistics collected from each layer in the discrimina
tor’s network and that were used to train the LSTM auto
encoder were labeled as one class, the ones coming from a 
different distribution as another. The receiver operating 
curve is used to visualize the performance of a classifier. It 
shows the true positive rate versus the false positive rate 
under different thresholds. A steeper curve goes along with 
a better performance. The recall and precision are the 
defined as:

TruePositives
TruePositives + FalsePositives 

TruePositives

TruePositives + FalseNegatives

[0071] A high value of recall and precision is the goal, and 
it means that many correct predictions are returned and have 
high relevance. The recall is plotted with respect to the 
reconstruction error under different thresholds. These plots 
give us a fair idea on the optimal value of threshold to detect 
anomalous samples. Based on that threshold, the confusion 
matrix is visualized to test if the threshold is adequate in 
generating an acceptable number of erroneous predictions. 
FIGS. 3a-3D show the results of the analysis.
[0072] While the examples above are described with ref
erence to various implementations and exploitations, spe
cifically to detection of anomalous text data, it will be 
understood that these examples are illustrative and that the 
scope of the inventive subject matter is not limited to them. 
Specifically, the inventions described and claimed herein 
may be used to detect anomalous data of any type. More
over, as the methods described herein may be implemented 
with facilities consistent with any hardware system or hard
ware systems. Many variations, modifications, additions, 
and improvements are possible.

1. A method for detection of data anomalies via a deep 
multi-layer neural network architecture, the method being 
implemented by a computer system that comprises one or 
more processors executing computer program instructions 
that, when executed, perform the method, the method com
prising:
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in a neural network training phase:
a. obtaining a first collection of actual data items 

corresponding to one or more groups of data catego
ries, said first collection of actual data items having 
a first data distribution;

b. using a first neural network to generate a set of 
synthetic data items using a synthetic data generation 
configuration;

c. providing said collection of actual data items and 
said set of synthetic items to a second neural net
work;

d. using the second neural network to (i) make a 
classification determination using a set of classifica
tion determination configurations including whether 
each data item in said set of synthetic data items is 
synthetic or actual, and (ii) update said set of clas
sification determination configurations;

e. providing said classification determinations to said 
first neural network;

f. using said classification determinations by said first 
neural network to update said synthetic data genera
tion configuration;

g. repeating steps b through f until said second neural 
network cannot make a valid classification determi
nation;

h. generating autoencoder training sequences of 
updated classification determination configurations 
for each layer in said second neural network;

in an autoencoder phase:
i. providing said autoencoder training sequences to an 

autoencoder, and said autoencoder training itself to 
differentiate anomalous data from real data using 
said autoencoder training sequences across a range 
of reconstruction error thresholds;

j. selecting a preferred reconstruction error threshold 
based on autoencoder performance during said train
ing step to result in said autoencoder being optimized 
for recognition of anomalous data;

in a data anomaly detection phase:
k. submitting to the second neural network a purported 

data item;
l. generating by said second neural network new 

sequences of classification determination configura
tions corresponding to said purported data item;

m. providing said new sequences to said autoencoder, 
said autoencoder generating a prediction as to 
whether said purported data item falls within said 
first data distribution;

η. classifying by said autoencoder said purported data 
item as anomalous if said purported data item falls 
outside said first data distribution;

ο. sending said new sequences to said second neural 
network if said purported data item is determined by 
said autoencoder to fall within said first data distri
bution, and making a classification determination by 
said second neural network for said purported data 
items using said set of classification configurations; 
and

ρ. notifying a user that said purported data item may be 
anomalous if said second neural network determines 
that said purported data item is synthetic.

2. Amethod according to claim 1, wherein said first neural 
network and said second neural network are a generator and 
a discriminator, respectively, of a generative adversarial 
network.

3. Amethod according to claim 1, wherein said actual data 
is text data and said anomalous data is malicious text.

4. A system comprising:
a computer system that comprises one or more processors 

executing computer program instructions that, when 
executed, cause the computer system to: 
in a neural network training phase:

a. obtain a first collection of actual data items cor
responding to one or more groups of data catego
ries, said first collection of actual data items 
having a first data distribution;

b. use a first neural network to generate a set of 
synthetic data items using a synthetic data gen
eration configuration;

c. provide said collection of actual data items and 
said set of synthetic items to a second neural 
network;

d. use the second neural network to (i) make a 
classification determination using a set of classi
fication determination configurations including 
whether each data item in said set of synthetic data 
items are synthetic or actual, and (ii) update said 
set of classification determination configurations;

e. provide said classification determinations to said 
first neural network;

f. use said classification determinations by said first 
neural network to update said synthetic data gen
eration configuration;

g. repeat steps b through f until said second neural 
network cannot make a valid classification deter
mination;

h. generating autoencoder training sequences of 
updated classification determination configura
tions for each layer in said second neural network;

in an autoencoder training phase:
i. provide said autoencoder training sequences to an 

autoencoder to train itself to differentiate anoma
lous data from real data using said autoencoder 
training sequences across a range of reconstruc
tion error thresholds;

j. select a preferred reconstruction error threshold 
based on autoencoder performance during said 
training step to result in said autoencoder being 
optimized for recognition of anomalous data;

in a data anomaly detection phase:
k. submit to the second neural network a purported 

data item;
l. generate by said second neural network new 

sequences of classification determination configu
rations corresponding to said purported data item;

m. provide said new sequences to said autoencoder, 
and generate by said autoencoder a prediction as 
to whether said purported data item falls within 
said first data distribution;

η. classify by said autoencoder said purported data 
item as anomalous if said purported data item falls 
outside said first data distribution;

ο. send said new sequences to said second neural 
network if said purported data item is determined 
by said autocoder to fall within said first data
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distribution, and make a classification determina
tion by said second neural network for said pur
ported data item using said set of classification 
configurations;

ρ. notify a user that said purported data item may be 
anomalous or malicious if said second neural 
network determines that said purported data item 
is synthetic.

5. A system according to claim 4, wherein said first neural 
network and said second neural network are a generator and 
a discriminator, respectively of a generative adversarial 
network.

6. A system according to claim 4, wherein said actual data 
is text data, and said anomalous data is malicious text.

7. An apparatus comprising:
a first neural network configured to

a. generate a set of synthetic data items using a syn
thetic data generation configuration; and

b. provide a collection of actual text data items and said 
set of synthetic items to a second neural network, 
said collection of actual text data items having a first 
data distribution;

a second neural network configured to
(i) make a classification determination using a set of 

classification determination configurations whether 
each data item in said set of synthetic data items are 
synthetic or actual data,

(ii) make a classification determination for each data 
item in said set of synthetic data items and said 
collection of actual data items using a set of classi
fication configurations; and

(iii) update said set of classification determination 
configurations;

(iv) provide said classification determinations to said 
first neural network;

said first neural network further configured to:
c. use said classification determinations by said second 

neural network to update said synthetic data genera
tion configuration;

said second neural network further configured to:
(ν) generate autoencoder training sequences of updated 

classification determination configurations for each 
layer in said second neural network,

said system further comprising an autoencoder configured
to
1) use auto encoder training sequences to train itself to 

differentiate anomalous data from real data across a 
range of reconstruction error thresholds;

2) select a preferred reconstruction error threshold 
based on autoencoder performance to result in said 
autoencoder being optimized for recognition of 
anomalous data;

said second neural network further configured to:
(vi) generate new sequences of classification determi

nation configurations corresponding to a purported 
data item and provide said new sequences to said 
autoencoder;

said autoencoder further configured to:
3) generate a prediction using said new sequences as to 

whether said purported data item falls within said 
first data distribution;

4) classify said purported data item as anomalous if 
said purported data item falls outside said first data 
distribution;

5) send said new sequences to said second neural 
network if said purported data item is determined to 
fall within said first data distribution.

8. An apparatus according to claim 7, wherein said first 
neural network and said second neural network are a gen
erator and a discriminator, respectively, of a generative 
adversarial network.

9. An apparatus according to claim 7, wherein said data is 
text data and said anomalous data is malicious text.

10. A method for detection of data anomalies via a deep 
multi-layer neural network architecture, the method being 
implemented by a computer system that comprises one or 
more processors executing computer program instructions 
that, when executed, perform the method, the method com
prising:

a. training a semi-supervised neural network on a set of 
baseline data;

b. saving and processing sequences of statistics generated 
during said training step for each layer of the neural 
network;

c. training and validating an LSTM autoencoder using at 
least a portion of said processed sequences of statistics 
across a range of reconstruction error thresholds;

d. examining a data sample by the LSTM autoencoder and 
calculating the reconstruction error by the autoencoder 
and comparing the reconstruction error of to a selected 
reconstruction error threshold;

e. identifying said data sample as anomalous if the recon
struction error is above the selected reconstruction error 
threshold.

11. A method according to claim 10 wherein the set of 
baseline data includes at least one data category and assign
ments of data items to respective ones of said at least one 
data category; the method further comprising:

f. sending said data sample to said semi-supervised neural 
network if said data sample is at or below the selected 
reconstruction error threshold, and making by said 
semi-supervised neural network a category determina
tion for said data item;

g. making by said semi-supervised neural network a 
determination that the data is anomalous if the category 
determination for said data item is fake.

12. A method according to claim 10, wherein said semi- 
supervised neural network is a discriminator.

13. Amethod according to claim 10, wherein said baseline 
data is actual text data and said sample data is purported text 
data.
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